Abstract
Introduction

43
In sprint events, the early acceleration phase (defined here as 44 first and second steps from the blocks) is used to accelerate the 45 center of mass (COM) horizontally and vertically. 1,2 In able-46 bodied (AB) elite athletes, the first and second steps comprise 47 approximately 5% of total 100 m race time. 3 After block 48
clearance the highest gain of horizontal velocity occurs during 49 the first step 4 , followed by the second step, after which 50 approximately half of the maximum horizontal velocity is 51 achieved, 3 while vertical acceleration of the COM occurs 52 similarly during both stance phases. 2 The capability of an 53 athlete to generate forward COM acceleration mainly depends 54 on (a) the neuromuscular characteristics and musculoskeletal 55 mechanical properties of the sprinter and (b) the technical 56 ability to move the body mass forward. 5, 6 57 With respect to (a), during the start and early acceleration, the 58 positive power to generate acceleration in AB originates from 59 the contractile components of the extensor muscle-tendon 60 units. 7 The role of passive elastic structures like tendons and 61 ligaments is less clear. While earlier studies report an increase 62 of work performed by passive elastic structures with increasing 63 sprint velocity, 8 recent findings suggest storage of tendon 64 elastic strain energy in the plantar flexors is just as vital at the 65 start as it is at the end of a race.
66
The technical ability (b) can be summarized by athletes' ability 67 to increase the horizontal component of the ground reaction 68 force (GRF) and can be expressed as the ratio of force (RoF), 69
i.e. the ratio of mean horizontal to resultant force. 5, 6 Over a 70 sprint acceleration phase of able-bodied athletes, the orientation 71 of force onto the ground and as such the RoF decreases with 72 increasing running speed. nonparametric data using r with the boundaries of 0.1, 0.3 and 238 0.5 for small, medium and large effect-size. 17 The inferential 239 statistical analysis identifies differences between the able-240 bodied and all AMP athletes. However, due to the influence of 241 the different amputation levels on the athlete, it was also of 242 interest to investigate step characteristics between different 243 amputation levels. Therefore, a descriptive approach was also 244 taken to identify whether there was overlap in the 95% 245 confidence interval of the median for unilateral transtibial 246 (UTT), unilateral transfemoral (UTF) and bilateral transtibial 247 (BTT) groups. This approach allowed the authors to also 248 consider the homogeneity within the amputee group. 249
Results
250
All unilateral AMPs chose their affected leg as the rear leg in 251 the starting blocks and consequently the first stance contact was 252 made with the RSP and second stance with the biological limb. 253
For the spatio-temporal parameters the AMP athletes 254 demonstrated significantly decreased step length, frequency 255 and velocity and significantly increased 5 m times, 10 m times 256 and first and second contact times with large effect-sizes (Table  257 2). The interaction between group (AB/AMP) and stance 258 (first/second) identified a significant interaction effect for 259 contact time (P=0.032, r=0.46), supported by a lower symmetry 260 angle for AB (Median (IQR) 3.8 (3.8)%) compared to AMP 261 (6.2 (7.2)%) (Figure 1 ). 262 263 --- Table 2 ---264 Peak Fh and ∆vh for both the first and second stance were 274 significantly decreased in the AMP athletes compared to the 275 AB with large effect-sizes (Figure 3) . A significant interaction 276 (P=0.012, r=0.53) identified that AB athletes had a higher peak 277
Fh at the first stance compared to the second stance while AMP 278 athletes had similar peak Fh during first and second stance. 279
Additionally, the AMP group demonstrated significantly lower 280 performance values for ∆vh in both stances compared to the AB 281 athletes, with large effect-sizes. Both groups produced a higher 282 ∆vh at first stance with no interaction effect (Figure 3) . The 283 symmetry angle values corroborate these findings for Fh with a 284 meaningful symmetry angle of 5.14 (3.87)% for AB and -1. 
Discussion
338
The primary aim of this study was to investigate biomechanical 339 performance characteristics of the first and second stance phase 340 of AMP compared to AB sprinters. All unilateral athletes placed their affected limb in the rear 431 position at the start and consequently the first stance involved 432 their RSP. This pattern of leg positioning seems to be common; 433 however, for transtibial amputees, block performance appears 434 to be independent of the biological or affected limb being 435 placed in the rear block. 13 As the opportunity to generate high 436 ∆vh is higher during the first than second stance (demonstrated 437 Tables:  565  Table 1: Amputee athlete characteristics  566  Table 2 : Median and interquartile range of spatio-temporal 567 parameters of the able-bodied (AB) and amputee (AMP) group. 568
